OUTLOOK AND VIEW ORIENTATED TOWARD PARISH HALL

PRINCIPAL BENCH DESIGN

MATERIAL PALETTE

- Seasoned oak
- Preformed timbers
- Jersey granite (bench seat)
- Blue/grey granite (bench foot)
- Engraved/etched stone

PLAN DRAWING 1:100 @ A2

- Principal Bench accommodates approx 29 people
- Partner Bench accommodates approx 19 people
- Total: 48
- Timber Benches: 16
- 64 seating capacity
- (increasing existing capacity by 16)

CONSTRUCTION CONCEPT & CRITICAL DIMENSIONS 1:10 @ A2

1. Timber 200 x 200mm; Seasoned oak (backrest)
2. 100-120mm thick seat; granite 'Jersey pink'
3. Brass peg & bolt fixing
4. Stone dovetail support; granite blue/grey
5. Stone 'foot' support; granite blue/grey
6. Internal bolt; Brass fixings

NOTES

Figured dimensions only are to be taken from this drawing. All dimensions are to be checked on site before any work is put in hand. The detail must be confirmed.

This drawing must be read in conjunction with all other architect detail drawings, schedules and specifications.

All drawings are to be read in conjunction with relevant drawings from other consultants. In the case of inconsistencies, seek confirmation.

This drawing must not be copied in whole or in part without the prior written permission of Axis Mason Ltd.
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